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      Arguably the most famous book in its field, Doing Cultural Studies: the Story of the Sony Walkman is the text that lead to Cultural Studies becoming a respected and accepted discipline throughout the rest of the world.... Any 21st century observer might object and ask, somewhat perplexed, “who owns a Walkman nowadays?”...



  
          Dr. Yves Laberge, LSE Review of Books




              


    
      



 


 
      In today's world, with economy the central tenet of contemporary culture and popular culture and finance inextricably linked, this exemplary Walkman study will be a template and a source of inspiration for scholars who appreciate the materiality of culture and continuity between production and consumption.
Barbara Czarniawska
Professor of Management Studies, University of Gothenburg 



  
              


    
      



 


 
      Book combines quite interestingly the  analysis of a specific cultural phenomenon with elementary knowledge from the described field. It helps to connect contemporary issues with tradition and recognized authors  within cultural studies. I recommend it.




  
          Dr Michal Michalski




              


    
      



 


 
      The book is highly interesting but essentially focused on media studies rather than on a more linguistic approach to the study of intercultural differences and similarities. Although I recommended some of the readings to my students, this is the main reason why I did not adopt it as a main coursebook.




  
          Dr Carmen Maiz-Arevalo




              


    
      



 


 
      This is a fabulous update of a classic text in cultural studies. I will definitely be utilizing it in a range of future courses.




  
          Dr Zack Furness




              


    
      



 


 
      Intersting take on a cultural phenomenon




  
          Dr Sue Thorpe




              


    
      



 


 
      Valuable text with contemporary issues identified and well addressed




  
          Ms MARY ANDALL-STANBERRY




              


    
      



 


 
      Some really useful case studies and readings are included in this text.

Really accessible material.




  
          Dr Barbara Mitra




              


    
      



 


 
      The selected readings are great discussion starters and serve as a great introduction to some key thinkers!

There is something quite eery about the fact that the current cohorts of students barely remember the walkman at all and my impression is that produsage is variably engaged in, most notably because of huge variance in ICT training.




  
          Dr Grainne Ketelaar
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